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ProDemand®

 Repair Information + Real Fixes



It’s Time to Get More Efficient.
A single lookup in ProDemand® gets you there.

Things move fast in an auto repair shop. So, you need repair information tools that work as fast  
and accurately as you do. That’s ProDemand.

From your first look under the hood, ProDemand helps steer you in the right direction for an 
accurate diagnosis and faster repair.  SureTrack®, the diagnostics module inside ProDemand, 
delivers Real Fixes based on millions of actual repair orders along with powerful features like  
common replaced parts records, guided component tests and a Top 10 Repairs list that lets you  
view the most common components, codes, symptoms and lookups for your current vehicle.

Once you’ve got your diagnosis, it’s simple to write an estimate and access all the OEM service 
information to complete the repair. In a single lookup, ProDemand delivers your results in an  
easy-to-use tabular layout. You’ll quickly find the industry’s most trusted color wiring diagrams,  
latest TSBs, specs and procedures, maintenance information and more.

ProDemand helps make your job easier. That’s not only efficient, it’s just plain smart.

Why Choose ProDemand
We know you have choices for repair information. Here 
are some of the top reasons professional technicians trust 
ProDemand as their primary source of repair data.

XX Smarter Searches 
Reduce search time with complete OEM information 
and Real Fixes, delivered in a single lookup by our 
exclusive 1Search feature.

XX SureTrack Real Fixes 
Find the fix with this all-in-one diagnostic resource 
based on real-world experience, including an 
interactive community of professional technicians.

XX Color Wiring Diagrams 
Trust our industry-leading wiring diagrams to track 
down circuits quickly and accurately — consistent 
formatting across all OEMs eliminates guesswork.

XX Mobile–Friendly 
Access your repair data right at the vehicle – where 
you need it most.

XX Latest TSBs  
Never miss a TSB! Access the most accurate and 
up-to-date database of TSBs available, most delivered 
within two weeks of publication by the OEM.

XX Common Replaced Parts  
Start your diagnosis with parts replacement graphs 
that guide you to the most likely root cause based on 
the most commonly replaced parts for the vehicle.

XX Estimating Integrated with Manager™ SE  
Build accurate, profitable estimates easily with the only 
OEM repair information system integrated with the 
industry’s most trusted shop management system.

If you’re not using ProDemand yet, give it a test drive for 
free and discover how much more productive you can 
be with the industry’s most complete — and efficient — 
repair information tools.  

Visit: www.mitchell1.com/prodemand

Smarter Searches

SureTrack Real Fixes 

Color Wiring Diagrams 

Latest TSBs 

Common Replaced Parts

Integration with Manager SE

“ProDemand 
has the OEM information and Real Fixes 
that I need in the real world.”


